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Abstract
Given nonintersecting simple polygons P and Q, two vertices p E P and q E Q are said 
to be visible if pq does not properly intersect P or Q. We present algorithms, both sequential 
and parallel, for finding a closest pair among all visible pairs (p, q), p E P and q E Q- The 
sequential algorithm can be implemented optimally in 0(A ) time, and the parallel algorithm 
can be implemented in O(log N log log N) time using 0(N/  log log N) processors on a CREW 
PRAM, or in time O(logiV) using 0(N\ogN ) processors, also on a CREW PRAM, where 
N = \P\ + \Q\.
1 Introduction
The problem of computing the minimum distance between two nonintersecting simple polygons P 
and Q, where N  = |P | + |Q|, has received much attention in the literature. The two most common 
variants of this problem are (i) finding the minimum distance between the boundaries of the two 
polygons, and (ii) finding the minimum distance between visible vertices on the boundaries of the 
two polygons, where two vertices p E P and q E Q are said to be visible if pq does not properly 
intersect P or Q. Note that in the latter variant, the minimum distance is realized by vertices only, 
whereas in the former variant, the minimum distance may be realized by vertices or by a vertex 
and an edge.
Computing the minimum distance between the boundaries of two nonintersecting simple poly­
gons has been studied extensively; this problem is also known as finding the separation of the two 
polygons [DK90]. This problem has been addressed sequentially in various cases: when both P 
and Q are convex the separation can be determined in 0(logiV) time [CW83, E85, CD87, DK90], 
when only one polygon is convex the separation can be determined in 0 (A ) time [CWS85], and 
when neither polygon is convex the separation can be found in 0 ( N log A) time [K79]. The parallel 
complexity of this problem has only been addressed in the special case in which both polygons are 
convex: in [AG88] an algorithm for a CREW PRAM having A 1^  processors is presented that 
requires 0 ( k l+c) time, and in [DaK89] it is shown that time 0(log A /( l + logp)) is sufficient on a 
CREW PRAM with p processors. Note that both of the above algorithms achieve constant time if 
a linear number of processors is available.
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The problem of computing a closest visible pair of vertices between two nonintersecting simple 
polygons has also received much attention; C VV[P , Q) will denote the closest visible vertex distance 
between two polygons P  and Q. Again, this problem has been addressed sequentially in various 
cases: when both P  and Q are convex CVV(P,Q)  can be computed in time 0(A ) [MT83, T83, 
CWS85], when only one of P  or Q is convex then CVV(P,Q)  can also be computed in time 0(iV) 
[CWS85, W83], and when neither P nor Q is convex, Wang and Chan [WC86] have proposed 
an algorithm for computing CVV(P,Q)  in time 0 ( N log A) and more recently Aggarwal et al. 
[AMSS89] have proposed a 0 (A ) algorithm for this problem. (The algorithm of [AMSS89] has 
complexity 0(T (A )), where T(A) is the time required to triangulate a simple A-gon; at the time of 
their writing T ( R ) = 0(A loglog A), but Chazelle has since shown T(R)  = 0 (A ) [C90]). We shall 
later illustrate, however, that the algorithms of [WC86] and [AMSS89] do not correctly determine 
CVV(P, Q) for all problem instances. The parallel complexity of determining CVV(P, Q) for two 
nonintersecting polygons has not been previously studied.
In this paper we study the problem, both sequentially and in parallel, of determining C VV(P ,Q ) 
in the most general case, i.e., when P  and Q are nonintersecting nonconvex simple polygons. We 
present a new sequential algorithm that computes CVV(P, Q) optimally in 0 (A ) time; this matches 
the complexity of the algorithm proposed in [AMSS89] and improves on the complexity of the 
algorithm proposed in [WC86] by a factor of 0(log A). This algorithm combines some new ideas 
with ideas from [WC86] and [AMSS89], but is significantly simpler than either of these previous 
techniques and can be implemented more efficiently in parallel. The complexity of our parallel 
version of the algorithm is O(log A log log A) time using 0 (A /log lo gA ) processors on a CREW 
PRAM, or O(logA) time using O (A logA ) processors, also on a CREW PRAM; note that the 
faster implementation has an inferior processor-time product. To our knowledge, this is the first 
parallel algorithm proposed for this problem. Although the geometric basis of our sequential and 
parallel algorithms is the same, an entirely. different implementation is required for the parallel 
algorithm since the sequential algorithm employs linear scans of the polygons as an important 
technique.
2 P relim inaries
We begin with a formal statement of the problem addressed in this paper. Let P  and Q be two 
nonintersecting simple polygons with np and nq vertices, respectively; for notational convenience, 
throughout the paper we will use A to denote np -f nq. Two vertices p £ P  and q £ Q are said 
to be visible if pq C\ (P U Q) = {p, <?}, i.e., the segment pq does not properly intersect P  or Q. For 
P and Q, we define the closest visible vertex distance, CVV(P,Q),  to be the minimum distance 
between all pairs (p,q), p £ P  and q £ Q, such that p and q are visible; a pair of vertices (p, q), 
p £ P and q £ Q, is said to realize CVV(P, Q) if p and q are visible and d(p,q) = CVV(P, Q), 
where d(p, q) is the Euclidean distance between p and q. Without loss of generality, we will assume 
that the vertices of P and Q are in general position, i.e., no three lie on the same line; however, this 
assumption is only for ease of exposition since our algorithms remain valid for all problem instances 
without any alterations or additions. We will use C VV(p ,Q ) to denote the closest visible distance 
from vertex p £ P  to any vertex of Q; CVV(P,q ) is defined analogously.
We now briefly review the Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM) model of parallel compu­
tation and describe some of the PRAM techniques that will be used in this paper. In the PRAM
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model of parallel computation, each processor is assumed to have random access to any shared 
memory location in unit time. In the EREW PRAM model, different processors may not access 
the same common memory location when reading or writing; in the CREW and CRCW PRAM 
models, concurrent reads and concurrent reads and writes, respectively, are allowed. The commonly 
held view is that a PRAM algorithm should attempt to solve the problem in time O(log^n) for 
some constant k (often referred to as polylog time) using 0 ( n ° M) processors, where n is the size 
of the input; the class NC consists of those problems that can be solved within these bounds. In 
general, an NC algorithm is optimal if the product of the time and the number of processors used 
(processor-time product) equals the sequential complexity of the problem. Similarly, an NC algo­
rithm is efficient if the processor-time product exceeds the sequential complexity of the problem 
by at most a polylog factor. We now review some of the PRAM techniques that will be used in 
our algorithms. For a detailed treatment of the various PRAM models, the class NC, and a more 
comprehensive description of the PRAM techniques listed below consult [KR90] and the other 
references cited.
Prefix Sum s: Let * be an associative operation over a domain”2? and consider the array X  = 
[xi, X2, . . .» xn], where xt- € D, 1 < i < n. The prefix sums problem is to compute St- =-xi*X2*. • •*£,-, 
for all 1 < i < n; there are well known algorithms for solving this problem in O(logn) time using 
0 (n /  log n) processors on an EREW PRAM [KR90]. An important application of the prefix sums 
problem is a rray  com paction, i.e., given an array of n elements, some of whom are zero, generate 
a new array containing the non-zero elements in their original order. The array compaction problem 
can be solved by any prefix sums algorithm; specifically, we find the position of each element in the 
new array by assigning a value of 1 to each non-zero element and computing the prefix sums with 
addition as *.
List R anking: The list ranking problem is to compute the suffix sums for each element of a linked 
list; in the case in which all elements have value 1, the list ranking problem will determine for each 
element its distance from the end of the list. A simple technique often used to solve this problem is 
called po in ter doubling in which, at each of flogn] iterations, each element’s successor pointer 
is replaced by its successor’s successor pointer; this method solves the problem in O(logn) time 
using 0 (n) processors on an EREW PRAM [KR90]. Note that a pointer from each element to the 
bottom of the list is computed by this ranking process. It is easy to see that this technique can 
also be used on a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which all arcs are directed towards the root. In 
[ACGOY88, p. 297], a simple variation of this operation is used in which each element determines 
it rank and, for 0 < i < log n, constructs a pointer to its 2‘th successor. This ranking operation, 
which we will refer to as augm ented ranking, is done in two O(logn) time phases; in the first 
phase every vertex determines its 2*th successor, 0 < i < logn, and in the second phase every 
vertex determines its exact rank.
Two-Dim ensional Convex Hull: There exist several optimal parallel algorithms for computing 
the convex hull of a set S of n points in the plane, but for our purposes the CREW PRAM algorithm 
of [ACGOY88] is the convenient choice because the intermediate structures (DAGS) constructed 
by the algorithm are useful (we use them when constructing the wedges W(p) in our closest visible 
vertex algorithm (Lemma 7)). We now briefly summarize the algorithm given in [ACGOY88]. 
Using the points of S with minimum and maximum y-coordinates, CH(S)  is partitioned into left 
and right subchains, LC(S ) and RC(S),  respectively; the subchain R C (S ) is recursively computed 
as follows (LC(S ) is constructed in an analogous manner). The set S is divided (by increasing y-
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coordinate) into y/n subsets, S \ ,S 2, •• - i S ^ ,  each of y/n points. Then, each RC(S{), 1 < i < y/n, 
is recursively computed and the resulting y/n right subchains are merged to form RC(S).
The merging process is accomplished by using the technique of Overmars and Van Leeuwen 
[0V81] to compute the tangents between all pairs of right subchains (there are 0 ( n ) such pairs) 
in O(logn) time using 0 (n) processors (one processor per pair); it is shown in [0V81] that if two 
convex chains C\ and C2 are available in arrays in which the edges appear in order, then a single 
processor can compute the unique line tangent to both chains in 0(log |Ci| -flog \C2\) time. Then, 
in addition to the 0 ( n ) edges in the (convex) right chains RC(Si), 1 < i < y/n, we have 0 ( n ) 
additional edges identified by the tangents between all pairs of right chains; each such edge (x,y) 
is transformed into the two directed edges (x,y)  and (y,x)  and all edges are then placed in an 
array. For each directed edge (x,y)  we construct a triple (x,y,sl(x,y)),  where sl (x ,y ) is the slope 
of the ray xy with respect to the horizontal line through x. The triples are now sorted (in O(logn) 
time using 0 ( n ) processors [AKS83]) according to their first and third components, with priority 
given to the first component; i.e., the array is partitioned into adjacency lists for each vertex. 
Now among the edges incident to any vertex, there is at most one pair of consecutive edges in the 
sorted array such that the sign of the slope associated with the first edge is negative and the sign 
associated with the second edge is positive, and if the counterclockwise angle between these two 
edges is at least 180° then these edges could potentially be part of RC(S).  Clearly all such pairs 
can be identified in 0(1) time using O(n) processors. We now create a DAG D as follows. If vertex 
xt- has a pair of incident edges that satisfy the above criterion, where (xt-,Xj) and (X{,Xk) are the 
corresponding edges with y ( x /  < y(x{) < y(xk), then D has vertices xt-, Xj and xjt and edges (x,-, Xj) 
and (xjt,xt-). Clearly the branch in D from the lowest vertex to the highest vertex is RC (S ), and 
it is easy to verify that this branch can be identified in O(logn) time using 0 (n) processors by the 
augmented ranking and array compaction techniques described above; in fact, given the initial and 
final vertices, any branch of D can be identified in this manner which we will refer to as branch 
identification. Thus the merging process is accomplished in O(logn) time using 0 ( n ) processors 
and the complexity of the algorithm satisfies the recurrence T(n) = elogn + T (v/n) = O(logn) 
using O(n) processors on a CREW PRAM.
3 L inearly Separable P olygons
We begin by considering the problem of finding CVV(P, Q), and a pair of vertices realizing it, in 
the special case when P and Q are nonintersecting linearly separable simple polygons; we allow 
vertices and edges of P and/or Q to lie on the separating line, but no edge may cross the line. Our 
approach is based on several geometric properties that any pair of points realizing C V V (P , Q) must 
satisfy; these properties are used to reduce the problem of determining CVV(P, Q) to computing 
CVV(P',Q ') ,  where P' and Q' are linearly separable polygonal chains such that P' and Q' are of 
a restricted form and the vertices of P' and Q' are a subset of the vertices of P  and Q , respec­
tively. This same general strategy was employed by Wang and Chan [WC86] and Aggarwal et al. 
[AMSS89]. Also, as will be explained later, we define and use the regions R(v), v £ P \ jQ  (Lemma 
4), for the same general purpose that [AMSS89] use bottom and top anchors bot(v) and top(v), 
v £ P u Q ;  we define the regions R(v) primarily because they are simpler and can be constructed 
more efficiently in parallel, and also because the bottom and top anchors, as described in [AMSS89], 
do not always satisfy the properties that are required by their algorithm.
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Figure 1: The wedge W(a) for vertex a £ A.
Before tackling the case of polygons, we first consider two polygonal chains P and Q that are 
separated by a line /. Without loss of generality we will assume that / is vertical, Q lies to the 
left of /, |P | = Tip and \Q\ = nq. Let (pi,P2> • • • ,Pnp) and (<?i, q?, • • qnq) denote the sequences of 
vertices of P  and Q , respectively, indexed bottom-to-top. We begin with some useful definitions 
(see Fig. 1). Consider polygonal chain A and line /, where no edge of A crosses /; for each a £ A, 
W(a) denotes the interior of the maximal wedge with apex a whose interior contains no vertex of 
A and all points of l visible from a. The upper and lower rays defining W(a)  are denoted by r(a)+ 
and r(a)_ , respectively, and a+ and a~ denote r(a)+ n / and r(a)“ fl/, respectively. (If r(a)+ fW = 0 
then a+ = +oo, and if r(a)-  H / = 0 then a~ = —oo.) The angle in W(a) between the rays r(a)~ 
and r(a)+ is denoted by a(a). Finally, let la be the line perpendicular to l that passes through a, 
and denote / fl la by a1. Throughout this paper, d(u,v) denotes the Euclidean distance between 
points u and v, x(v ) the x-coordinate of point v, y(v) the ^/-coordinate of point u, Z(u ,v ,w ) the 
clockwise angle between the rays vu and vw, and A(u, v, w) the triangle formed by the points u, 
v and w.
We now establish some lemmas that are useful in reducing the number of candidate pairs that 
must be considered when computing CVV(P,Q).  In particular, Lemma 1 shows that a vertex that 
is not visible from its horizontal projection on line / can be disregarded, and Lemma 3 establishes 
that vertices p £ P  where a(p) < 90° and vertices q £ Q where a(q) < 90° can also be eliminated 
from further consideration. (Lemma 3 was first established in [WC86].) The rather straightforward 
Lemma 2 is used in the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4.
Lem m a 1: Let P  and Q be two polygonal chains that are separated by a line /, and let p be a 
vertex of P. If pl £ W(p), then CVV(p,Q)  > C VV(P ,Q ), i.e., p cannot be a closest visible vertex 
of P  to Q.
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Figure 2: The vertex p 6 P cannot be a closest visible vertex to Q.
Proof: Assume the lemma is false, i.e., CVV(p, Q) = CVV(P, Q) and pl £ W(p), and let (p, q), q e 
Q , realize CVV(p, Q). Clearly, q 6 W(p) and assume, without loss of generality, that y(pl) > y(p+) 
(see Fig. 2). By definition of W(p), there must be some vertex p* € P that lies on pp+. Note that 
Z(p,p+,q) > 90° since y(q) < y(p+) < y(p) and x(q) < x(p+) < x(p); thus, (a) triangles A (p,p+,q) 
and A {p*,p+,q) are similar, and (b) d(p,q) > d(p,p+) and d(p,q) > d(p+,q). Conditions (a) 
and (b), respectively, establish that (i) d(p*,q) < d(p,q), and (ii) d(p, t) < d(p,q), t ^  q and 
t € A(p, p+,q). Therefore, pm and q are visible since W(p) contains no vertices or edges of P and 
A {p,p+,q) C W(p) can contain no vertices (and thus no edges) of Q since by hypothesis q is a 
closest visible vertex of Q to p and by fact (ii) above, any point in A (p,p+,q) is closer to p than q. 
Thus, p* and q are a pair of visible vertices whose distance d(pm, q) is less than d(p, q) = CVV(p,  Q), 
contradicting the hypothesis that CVV(p, Q) = CVV(P,Q).  □
The above lemma establishes that vertices that are not perpendicularly visible from l can be 
eliminated to create new chains P and Q that are monotone with respect to l. Assuming P and Q 
are monotone with respect to /, the following lemma establishes that if p € P  and q € Q are not 
visible, then d(p,q) > CV'Vr(P, Q); this lemma is used in the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4.
Lem m a 2: Let P and Q be two polygonal chains that are separated by a line l such that P and 
Q are monotone with respect to /. If p € P and q £ Q are not visible, then d(p,q) > CVV(P,Q).  
Moreover, if y(p) > y(q), there exist vertices p* G P and q* 6 Q such that p* and q* are visible, 
d(p*,q*) < d(p,q), y(q) < y(q*) < y(p*) < y(p), and x(q) < x(q*) < x(p*) < x(p) (if y(p) < y(q), 
then the directions of the inequalities are reversed).
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume y(p) > y(q), the other case is analogous (see Fig. 3). 
If p W(q), then by definition of W(q), there must be a vertex q* of Q that lies on the segment 
qq+. Note that y{q) < y(q*) < y{q+) < y(p) and x(q) < x(q*) < x(g+) < x(p); we will refer this 
as Fact (i). It immediately follows from Fact (i) that ¿(q,q+,p) > 90°, and thus d(q*,p) < d(q,p),
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/Figure 3: If p and q are not visible, then CVV(P ,Q ) < d(p,q).
since A(<7, <7+, p) is similar to A(q*,q+ ,p). If p and q* are visible, then p* = p and q* are a pair 
of vertices satisfying the conditions of the lemma. Otherwise, note that Fact (i) and q*1 E W(<7*) 
imply that either p E W(qm) or p lies above W(q*). If p £ W(q*), then we repeat the process of 
choosing a new qm until p 6 W(g*). If q* € W(p), we are done with q* and p* = p satisfying the 
properties in the lemma since y{q) < y(q*) < y(p) and x(q) < x(q*) < x(p).
Thus we now assume p E W(q*) and q* £ W(p). Now, note that there must exist a vertex 
pm of P that lies on pp~] a similar argument to the one above shows that d(p*, ?*) < d(p,q*), 
y{q) < y(q') < y(p*) < y(p) and x(q) < x(q*) < x(p*) < x(p). If p* and q* are visible, then we are 
done. Otherwise, either p* £ W(q*) and/or q* £ W(p*). If p* £ W(q*), then we again choose a 
new qm by the process outlined above until p* E W(q*); then, if q* £ W(p*), we find a new p*. It 
is immediate to verify that, as long as p* and q* are not visible, if we only choose a new p* when 
the current pm E W(qm), and otherwise choose a new <7*, then y(q) < y(q*) < y(p*) < y{p) and 
x{q) < x {q*) ^  x {pm) ^  x{p)‘ (Note that as long as p* and q* are not visible, an appropriate choice 
of a new vertex must exist.) Thus, when visible vertices p* and q* are found, they will satisfy the 
properties of the lemma. □
The following lemma was first established by Wang and Chan [WC86]; a (new) proof is included 
here for the sake of completeness.
Lemm a 3 [W C86]: Let P and Q be two polygonal chains that are separated by a line / such that 
P and Q are monotone with respect to 1. If a(p) < 90°, then CVV(p, Q) > CVV(P,  Q), i.e., p 
cannot be a closest visible vertex to Q.
Proof: Assume the lemma is false and that (p, q), p € -P, q E Q and a(p) < 90°, realizes 
CVV(P, Q); clearly q E W(p). Consider the circle Cq centered at q with radius d(p,q). At least 
one of p~ and p+ lies in the interior of Cq since ct(p) < 90°; without loss of generality say p~ E Cq. 
By definition of W(p), there exists a vertex p' that lies on pp~, i.e., p' lies in the interior of Cq, and 
thus d(p',q) < d(p,q). Then, by Lemma 2, CVV(P,Q) < d(p',q) < d(p, q), which contradicts the 
hypothesis that (p,<?) realizes CVV(P, Q). □
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pp. = u~ i l
Figure 4: The region R(p) for vertex p E P.
In the remainder of this section we assume that P and Q have been pruned according to Lemmas 
1 and 3, i.e., P and Q are monotone with respect to /, a(p) > 90° and a(q) > 90°, for all p £ P and 
q E Q, and |P | = np and \Q\ = nq. We next define a new construct R(p), p E P, properly contained 
in W(p), that satisfies the following property: if pair (p,q) realizes CVV(P, Q), then q E R(p), i.e., 
pairs (p,q), q £ R(p), are not candidates for the closest visible pair (Lemma 4). Specifically, we 
associate with each vertex pi € P, vertices u f  and u~ , also of P , such that u f  is the unique vertex 
Pj, i < j  < np, minimizing T/(p^), and u~ is the unique vertex pt, 1 < fc < i, maximizing y(pj~); 
note that it is possible that u f  = pi and/or u~ = p,-. Let W{uJ , u f )  denote the wedge defined 
by the lines through r(u~)~ and r(u+)+ that intersects W{uJ)  and W (u f) ,  and let 1® denote 
the halfplane containing Q with respect to the line l. The region R(pi) is simply W (u ~ ,u f )  n 
(see Fig. 4); regions R(q), q £ Q, are defined analogously. Note that p\ E R(Pi), u~+1 > u~ , and 
u f  < 1 < i < np. Clearly, R(p) C W(p) and R(q) C W(g), so that if q E R(p) and p E R{q),
then p and q are visible, p E P  and q E Q-
In [AMSS89], bottom and top anchors, bot(p) and top(p), are used for a similar purpose as 
we use regions R(p)', one important advantage of our approach is that R(p) is a simpler construct 
defined by at most two vertices of P  and the line l whereas bot(p) and top(p) are vertices of Q , 
i.e., bot(p) and top(p) depend on both P  and Q. Moreover, as stated in [AMSS89], the bottom 
and top anchors do not satisfy their equivalent of Lemma 4 which, as we will see, is crucial for the 
correctness of the algorithm. In [AMSS89], the (original) polygonal chain P  is pruned as follows: 
the pruned chain P' is a maximum subset of the vertices of P  that are encountered on a clockwise 
scan of P  so that each vertex is visible (not necessarily perpendicularly) from l and the vertices 
of P' are monotone with respect to /. Note that vertices that are not perpendicularly visible from 
l in P may be retained in P' and that vertices that block the perpendicular visibility of some 
other vertices of P from / may be discarded; it is a simple matter to verify that visible vertices 
realizing CVV(P,Q)  can be eliminated by this pruning process. The bottom anchors of [AMSS89] 
are defined as follows: bot(p\) = 1, and for i > 1, bot(pi) is the maximum of 6o£(pt-_i) and the index 
of the lowest vertex of Q that is visible from p,- when only obstructions due to the vertices and edges 
of (pi,P2, • • • iPi-i) are considered. The top anchors are defined similarly: top(pnp) = n9, and for 
i < rip, top(pi) is the minimum of fop(p,+i) and the index of the highest vertex of Q that is visible 
to pi when only obstructions due to vertices and edges of (p,-+i,p,-+2, • • •,Pnp) are considered. It is 
claimed in Lemma 2.2 of [AMSS89] (the equivalent of Lemma 4) that if p,- and qj are visible and
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Figure 5: Although p,- and qj are visible, they can’t realize CVV(P, Q).
at least one of the inequalities bot(pi) < j  < fop(p,) and bot(qj) < i < top(qj) does not hold, then 
Pi and qj cannot realize CVV(P, Q); it is easy to see that this fact is not true since they do not 
eliminate vertices p £ P  such that a(p) < 90° and q 6 Q such that a(q) < 90°. In addition, even if 
they were to eliminate such vertices, since obstructions due the the edges of Q are not considered 
when computing bot(p) and top(p), the above statement would not hold. It is possible to modify the 
definitions of the bottom and top anchors so that they will satisfy the required properties, however, 
since the bottom and top anchors depend on both P  and Q, it is not clear that these values can be 
computed efficiently in parallel, whereas R(p) and R(q) are easily computed in parallel as we will 
see later.
A further difference between our technique and that of [WC86] and [AMSS89] is that they 
both use a property of the “pruned” polygonal chains that we do not require; the property states 
that if qi is the closest visible vertex of Q to p,-, and if qk is the closest visible vertex of Q to pj, 
i < j  and k < /, then neither (p,-,<p) or (Pj,qk) can realize CVV(P, Q). (Actually, this property is 
a simple variant of the one established by [WC86], this version is the one adopted in [AMSS89].) 
Specifically, [AMSS89] uses this property in order to establish their equivalent of Lemma 4 (Lemma 
2.2 in [AMSS89]), and [WC86] uses their version of this property in order to devise a divide-and- 
conquer algorithm for finding a closest visible vertex pair. Regions R() provide the underpinning 
of the following lemma, whose proof is considerably simpler than its counterpart in [AMSS89] since 
it makes no use of the above rather involved property of the pruned chains P  and Q.
Lem m a 4: Let P  and Q be two polygonal chains that are separated by a line l and monotone 
with respect to it, a(p) > 90°, and a{q) > 90°, p £ P  and q £ Q. If p £ R(q) or q g R(p) then 
(p, q) cannot realize CVV(P,  Q), p € P  and q 6 Q.
Proof: Clearly, if p,- and qj are not visible they cannot realize CVV(P,Q)',  therefore we assume 
Pi and qj are visible. Without loss of generality assume that qj lies below P(pt) (see Fig. 5), the 
other cases are similar. Because p,- and qj are visible, by definition of P(pt), there must exist some 
vertex pjt, k < z, such that qj lies below W(pk)\ since pk and qj are not visible, by Lemma 2 we 
have d(pk,qj) > CVV(P,Q).  Moreover, since a(pjt) > 90°, and both pt- and qj lie outside W(pk), 
we have d(piyqj) > d(pk,qj). Thus, d(piyqj) > d(pk,qj) > CVV(P,Q),  i.e, pt- and qj cannot realize 
CVV(P, Q). □
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In order to profit from Lemma 4, we now consider the np x nq matrix M  whose entries are 
defined as follows:
M[i,j] = ¿{Pi, qj) if Pi € R(qj) and qj 6 R(pi) oo otherwise
Clearly, by Lemma 4, the above matrix M  contains the distances between all pairs of vertices that 
are candidates for closest visible vertices, and moreover, since R(p) C W(p) and R(q) C W(q), no 
finite distance is represented in M  unless the corresponding vertices are visible. Thus, a minimum 
entry in M  will give a closest visible pair for P  and Q. We now give the following definitions. 
Following [AKMSW87], a matrix consisting of real entries is called monotone if the minimum entry 
in its zth row lies below or to the right of the minimum entry in the (i — l)st row. (If a row has several 
minima then we take the leftmost one.) Furthermore, a matrix is called totally monotone if each of 
its 2 x 2 submatrices is monotone. In [AKMSW87], it is shown that if an m x n matrix is totally 
monotone and every entry of the matrix can be computed in constant time, then a minimum entry 
in every row can be found in 0(m  -f n) time. The following lemma establishes that the algorithm 
of [AKMSW87] can be used to find a minimum entry in each row of M  in 0 ( N )  time, i.e., M  is 
totally monotone and each of its entries can be computed in constant time.
Lem m a 5: Let P and Q be two polygonal chains that are separated by a line l and monotone 
with respect to it, a(p) > 90° and a(q) > 90°, p 6 P  and q € Q. If, for every p £ P  and q 6 Q, the 
regions R(p) and R(q) are available, then the matrix M  described above is totally monotone and 
each entry of M  can be computed in constant time.
Proof: It is clear that M[i,j] can be computed in constant time since we are given R(pi) and 
R{qj), 1 < i < np and 1 < j  < nq. To see that M  is totally monotone, consider the 2 x 2  submatrix 
M of M formed by the intersection of rows i and j ,  i < j ,  and columns k and / ,& < / ;  note that 
M  is not monotone if and only if M[i,/] < M[i,k] and M[j, k] < M[j,l). Thus, if M[i, l\ = co or if 
M[j,l] = oo, then M  is trivially monotone.
If M[i, k] = oo, then either qk $ R(pi) and/or pi ^ R{qk)\ without loss of generality assume that 
qk R(Pi), the other case is similar. If qk lies below R(pi), then by definition of R(pj), qk also lies 
below R(pj), and thus M[j,k\ = oo and M  is monotone. If qk lies above R(pi), then by definition 
of R(qi), qi also lies above R(pi), and thus M[i,l\ = oo and M  is monotone. So, if M[i,k\ = oo, 
then in all cases M  is monotone. A similar argument shows that if M[j, l] = oo, then in all cases 
M is monotone. Therefore, if any entry in M is oo, then M  is monotone.
Thus, we now assume that no entry in M  is oo which implies that pi and pj are both visible 
from qk and qi. Since pi and qi are visible, the vertices pj, p,-, qk, and qi form a convex quadrilateral; 
recall that in a convex quadrilateral, the sum of the lengths of the diagonals is larger than the sum 
of the lengths of the opposite sides, i.e., Af[i, /] + M[j, k} > M[i, k] + M[j, /]. Thus, it is not possible 
that M[i,l] < M[i,k] and M[j, k] < M[j, /], which is the only case in which M  is not monotone. □
Lemmas 1 through 5 constitute the basis of both our sequential and parallel algorithms for 
computing CVV(P, Q) when P and Q are linearly separable polygons. The following theorem 
establishes that all of the computations required to compute CVV(P,Q)  can be accomplished 
optimally in 0(iV) sequential time when P and Q are linearly separable polygons.
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Figure 6: CVV{P,Q) = CVV{P',Q')
Theorem  1: If P  and Q are linearly separable polygons, where |P | = np, \Q\ = nq, and N  = np+nq, 
then CVV(P,  (Q), and a pair of vertices realizing it, can be found optimally in O(iV) sequential 
time.
Proof: We first note that if P  and Q are linearly separable, then C H (P ) fl CH(Q ) = 0, where 
C H(A ) denotes the convex hull of the simple polygon A, and recall that the convex hull of a simple 
polygon can be constructed in 0(n)  time, where n is the number of vertices in the polygon (see, 
e.g., [PS85]). If we store the two convex polygons by sorted vertex order in arrays, then the convex 
polygon separation technique of [DK90] can be used to find a separating line l and two common 
tangent lines, each in 0(log A) time. It is a simple matter to verify that the facing portions of P 
and Q between these two tangents (P ' and Q \  respectively) contain all pairs of vertices that are 
candidates for CVV{P,Q ) (see Fig. 6); so we now consider the two linearly separable polygonal 
chains P ' and Q' .
It is easy to see that W(p) and W(q), for all p £ P ' and q £ Q \  can be computed in 0{np + nq) 
time by performing a bottom-to-top and a top-to-bottom scan of P ' and Q'\ this linear scanning 
technique was also used by [WC86] and [AMSS89], and is similar to the algorithm for finding the 
convex hull of a simple polygon [BE84] or of triangulating a polygon monotonic with respect to a 
line / [GJPT78]. Once we have the wedges W(p) and W(q), we can eliminate those vertices not 
satisfying Lemmas 1 and 3 in constant time per vertex or 0 ( n p + nq) time in aggregate. Next, 
the regions R(p), p € P, can be determined by performing two linear scans of P; specifically, the 
vertices u f  can be found by a top-to-bottom linear scan of P  and the vertices u~ can be found by a 
bottom-to-top linear scan of P, 1 < i < np. The regions R(q), q € Q, can be computed analogously. 
Then, the algorithm of Aggarwal et al. [AKMSW87] is used to find a minimum entry in each of the 
at most rip rows of the matrix M  in time 0(A ); now C V V (P ,Q ), and a pair of vertices realizing 
it, is found by finding the minimum of all of the row minima, a task easily accomplished in time at 
most O(rip). □
Although our sequential algorithm has a pattern analogous to that of [AMSS89], one major 
difference is that the latter uses an unnecessary intermediate step: specifically, although they form 
a matrix similar to our matrix M  and eventually invoke the algorithms of [AKMSW87] for totally
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monotone matrices, before establishing that their matrix is totally monotone they show that the
00 entries in their matrix consist of two contiguous blocks, one a right-downward staircase in the 
top right corner (Str) and the other a right-downward staircase in the bottom left corner (Sbi), and 
compute, for every row i, the entry with the largest index that is in Sbi and the entry with the 
smallest index that is in 5<r.
3.1 C om puting C V V ( P , Q )  in Parallel for L inearly Separable P olygons
In this section we explain how C VV(P ,Q ), and a pair of vertices realizing it, can be computed 
in O(logiV) time using 0 ( N  log N)  processors, or in O(log Aloglog A) time using 0 ( N /  log log N)  
processors, in both cases on a CREW PRAM. An entirely different approach is required to imple­
ment the algorithm efficiently in parallel since, as in [WC86] and [AMSS89], the initial computation 
of our sequential algorithm essentially consists of several linear scans of P  and Q which cannot be 
directly parallelized. In the following lemmas we show that the regions R(p) and P(g), for every 
p £ P and q € Q, can be computed in time O(logiV) using O(N)  processors; thus, the only opera­
tion not accomplished in 0(log N ) time using a linear number of processors is finding the minimum 
value in the totally monotone matrix.
Lem m a 6: Let P be a polygonal chain and let / be a line such that |P | = n and no edge of 
P crosses /. The vertices of P that are not perpendicularly visible from / can be identified and 
eliminated in O(logn) time using O(n) processors on a CREW PRAM, or in time 0 (log n log log n) 
by using only O (n/loglogn) processors.
Proof: Without loss of generality we assume that the line l is vertical, P  lies to the right of /, 
and the vertices of P  (indexed bottom-to-top) are in an array, also called P , so that P[i] = pi,
1 < i < n. Clearly vertices pi such that y(pi-i) > y(pi) > y(pi+i) are not perpendicularly visible 
from /; using 0 (n) processors, identify these vertices in 0(1) time and eliminate them by array 
compaction in O(logn) time. For each pi 6 P, create a successor pointer s(p,): if y(pi) < y{pi+1) 
then s(pi) = pt-+i, and otherwise s(pi) = NULL. These successor pointers partition P  into a set of 
m subchains Pi, P2, . . . ,  Pm> each of which is increasing with respect to /; number these subchains 
by assigning a value of one to each element of P  that has a NULL successor pointer and computing 
the prefix sums of the array P. For each vertex p 6 P,-, construct two pointers h(p) and l(p) which 
point to the highest and lowest vertices in the subchain P,-, respectively; this is done by list ranking 
in O(logn) time using 0 (n ) processors. For convenience, h(P») and /(Pt) denote the highest and 
lowest vertices of subchain P{, respectively.
Consider two subchains Pi and P,+ i. Clearly Pt flPt+i = 0 and if y(h(P{)) < y(/(Pt+1)), then the 
concatenation of P,- and P,-+1 is an increasing chain. Otherwise, if y(h(P,)) > y(/(P,+1)), then either 
h(P{) dominates (i.e., perpendicularly blocks from /) all vertices of Pi+1 whose y-coordinate is less 
than or equal to y(h(P,)), or /(P,+i) dominates all vertices of P,- whose p-coordinate is greater than 
or equal to y(/(P,+i)); moreover, which case can be determined in 0(1) time by a single processor. 
Note that since Pt- and P,-+i are both increasing, the vertices to be deleted will be a single subchain 
of Pi or P1+1. Thus the deletion of these vertices and subsequent creation of the new subchain can 
be done in 0(1) time using 0 (|P ,| + |Pt+i|) processors by identifying the vertices to be eliminated 
and nullifying their s(), /i(), and /() pointers, adding a new successor pointer from the top vertex 
of (the new) Pt- to the bottom vertex of (the new) Pt'+i, and updating the pointers h(p) and l(p) for
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the vertices p 6 Pi U P ,+ C lea rly , the concatenation of these “pruned” subchains will form a new 
subchain that is increasing with respect to l. Therefore, we can reduce the number of subchains 
from m to \m /2] by merging pairs of adjacent chains in 0(1) time using 0 (n ) processers. It is easy 
to see that by iterating this process O(logm) times we will have eliminated all those vertices that 
are not perpendicularly visible from l. Thus, the entire process takes O(logm) = O(logra) time 
using 0 (n) processers on a CREW PRAM; note that the process can easily be “slowed” down so 
that it will take time O(lognloglogn) time by using only 0 (n /lo g  log n) processors. □
The merging strategy employed to eliminate the vertices that are not perpendicularly visible 
from / cannot be used to compute the wedges W{jp), p € P , in 0(log np) time using 0 ( n p) processors. 
The reason for this is that it takes O(logn) time for a single processor to determine the tangent line 
from a point to a polygonal chain containing n vertices. Thus, using 0 (n p) processors, this approach 
(or the equally obvious divide-and-conquer strategy) would require 0(log2 np) time, rather than 
the desired O(lognp). Using a different technique, the proof of the following lemma shows that it 
is indeed possible to compute the wedges W(p) for all p € P  in 0 (n p) time using 0 (n p) processors 
on a CREW PRAM.
Lem m a 7: Let P be a polygonal chain and let l be a line such that P  is monotone with respect to /, 
\P\ = n, and no edge of P  crosses /. The wedges W(p), p 6 P , can be constructed in O(logn) time 
using 0 (n ) processors on a CREW PRAM, or in time (log n log log n) by using only <3(n/loglog n) 
processors.
Proof: Without loss of generality we assume that the line l is vertical and P  lies to the right 
of /. We will show that the rays r(p)+, p € P , can be constructed in O(logn) time using 0(n)  
processors; an analogous technique can be used to construct the rays r(p)~, p G P.
Consider the scenario in which the polygonal chain P  has been subdivided into y/n chains, 
Pi, P2, • • • >P each consisting of y/n vertices. Let P ^  = XC(Pt UPt-+i U . . .U P ^ ) ,  where LC(A)  
denotes the left chain of the convex hull of polygonal chain A. Let p be a vertex in P, and assume 
that p (T+d is available and the wedge of p within P,- (Wt(p)) is known; the wedge W /p)  is defined 
by the two rays r,(p)+ and r/p)~  analogous to r(p)+ and r(p)~, respectively. Let tp be the tangent 
line from p to Pj^+iy If the slope of tp is greater tl^an the slope of r t(p)+ , then r(p)+ is the ray 
r,(p)+, otherwise r(p)+ is immediately identified by the line tp. We will see below how to construct 
P(iy 1 < i < y/n, so that tp can be found in time 0(log |P ^ |)  by a single processor. Thus, if given 
' t v  1 < i < y/n, and W /p) ,  for all p € Pj, 1 < j  < y/n, then the rays r(p)+, p 6 P , can be 
constructed in O(logn) time using 0 (n) processors by assigning one processor to each vertex of 
P. Moreover, if this process is used recursively on the subchains P*, 1 < i < y/n, then the total 
time required using 0(n)  processors will satisfy the recurrence T (n) = clogn + C(y/n) -f T (v/n), 
where C(m) denotes the time (using m processors) of constructing P ^ , 1 < i < m, from m left 
chains Pi, P2, .. •, Pm> each of m  vertices, and of identifying P^\ = LC(P\ U P2 U . . .  U Pm) (this 
last condition ensures that the relevant left chains for the enclosing recursive call will be available). 
Note that by definition of this recursive process, the wedges W,(p) relevant to the current iteration 
will be available.
We will now see that a simple modification of the technique of [ACGOY88] outlined in Section 
2 for constructing the convex hull of a set points in the plane can be used to construct the (convex)
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chains P^y Namely, beginning with XC(Pt), 1 < i < m, we compute the common tangents, create 
the directed edges, and perform the sorting operatation, ail as before. Then we build a DAG D by 
selecting the edge with smallest positive slope leaving each vertex. Now, it is easy to see that P ^ , 
1 < i < m, is the branch in D from the vertex of LC{Pf) with smallest y-coordinate to the vertex of 
LC(Pm) with largest y-coordinate. It is immediate to verify that the O(logm) successor pointers 
associated with each vertex by the augmented ranking process enable one processor to find the 
tangent line (tp) from any vertex p to P^y  1 < i < m, by binary search in O(logra) time. In order 
to prepare for the enclosing recursive call we need to construct LC(P\ U P2 U . . .  U Pm) in O(logm) 
time; since P ^  = LC{P\ U P2 U . . .  U Pm) the 0  (log to) time 0(m)  processor branch identification 
technique can be used. Thus, the (convex) left chains PX,  1 < i < to, can be constructed in 
0 (log m) time using 0(m)  processors, i.e., C(y/n) = O(logn), and thus T(n) = O(logn); note 
that this process can be slowed down so that it will take O(lognloglogn) time by using only 
O (n/loglogn) processors. □
Lem m a 8: Let P  be a polygonal chain and let l be a line such that P is monotone with respect 
to /, \P\ = 7i, the wedges W(p), p € P  are known, and no edge of P  crosses /. The regions R(p), 
p € P, can be constructed in 0 (log.71) time using 0(n)  processors on a CREW PRAM, or in time 
O(lognloglogn) using 0 ( n /  log log n) processors.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that the line / is vertical and that P  lies to the right 
of /. We use a divide-and-conquer strategy. Initially, each vertex p, sets its u f  and u f  vertices to 
be pi, 1 < i < n. Next, divide the polygonal chain P  into two subchains P\ = (pi,p2, • • -,P\n/2\) 
and P2 = (p[n/2\+uP[n/2\+2  ^• • - tPn)’ Recursively compute the u f  and u f  vertices within P\ and 
P2, and also find the vertices with smallest and largest y(p+) and y{p~) values, respectively, within 
each subchain; for P,-, i = 1,2, denote these additional vertices by u{Pf) and /(Pt), respectively. 
Consider p,- € P2; the u f  vertex within P2 is the final u f  vertex in P  and the final u~ vertex in P  is 
the vertex with maximum y(p~) value among /(Pi) and the u f  vertex computed within P2. Next, 
consider pi 6 Pi; the u f  vertex within Pi is the final u f  vertex in P  and the final u f  vertex in P  is 
the vertex with minimum y(p+) value among u(P2) and the u f  vertex computed within P\. Note 
that, given l(Pi),u(Pi),l(P2), and u(P2), each of the above calculations can be done in 0(1) time 
using one processor per vertex, and in addition, the vertices /(P) and u(P), for chain P  = Px U P2 
can be computed in constant time with a single processor. Thus, the recurrence has depth O(logn) 
and computes all vertices u f  and u f ,  1 < i < n, in time 0(log7i) using 0(n)  processors; again, 
note the the process can be slowed down by using only 0 (ti/  log log n) processors. The regions 
P(Pt')> 1 < * < n, can be computed in constant time using one CREW PRAM processor per vertex 
Pi once the vertices u f  and u f  are known. □
Note that the crucial property that enables the regions R() to be constructed efficiently in 
parallel is that the regions R(p), p G P , are defined only with respect to the polygonal chain P, 
and likewise for the regions R(q), q € Q. If this were not the case, as with the bottom and top 
anchors of the (sequential) technique of [AMSS89], then it would not be possible to carry out these 
computations without increasing the time by at least a factor of O(log N ) or increasing the number 
of processors necessary by at least a factor of N , where N = np + nq.
The following theorem uses the result of [AP88] for finding a minimum entry in each row of a
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totally monotone matrix in time O(logiV) using 0 ( N logN)  processors on a CREW PRAM, or in 
0 (log N  log log N)  time using 0 ( N /  log N)  processors, to establish that a minimum visible vertex 
pair can be computed within these same time and processor bounds. Note that the only portion 
of the algorithm that is not implemented in O(logiV) time using a linear number of processors is 
finding the minimum value in the totally monotone matrix.
Theorem  2: If P and Q are two nonintersecting linearly separable polygons, where |P | = np, 
\Q\ = nq and N  = np + nq, then CVV(P,Q),  and a pair of vertices realizing it, can be found in 
time O(logiV) using 0 ( N  log N)  processors, or in time O(log iV log log N )  using 0 ( N /  log log N)  
processors, in both cases on a CREW PRAM.
Proof: Note that the separating line /, and the subchains P' C P  and Q' C Q can be found 
by the method described in Theorem 1 in the time required to compute CH(P  U Q), which is 
O(logiV) using 0 ( N )  processors [ACGOY88], or can be slowed down to 0(log A log log iV) using 
only 0 ( N /  log log N)  processors. Lemmas 6, 7, and 8 establish that all other operations except 
finding the minimum value in the totally monotone matrix M'  can be implemented within the 
desired time and processor bounds. It is shown in [AP88] that a minimum value in each row of a 
Tip x nq totally monotone matrix can be found in time O(logiV) using 0 ( N  log N)  processors, or 
in time 0(log N  log log N)  using 0 ( N /  log log N)  processors on a CREW PRAM. Thus, since the 
minimum of 0 ( n p) values can be found in 0(lognp) time using 0 ( n p) processors, CVV(P,Q),  and 
a pair realizing it, can be computed in the time and processor bounds stated in the theorem. □
4 N on in tersectin g  Sim ple Polygons
In this section we develop algorithms, both sequential and parallel, for computing CVV(P,Q)  in 
the most general case when P  and Q are nonintersecting nonconvex simple polygons that are not 
linearly separable. As is natural, and as in the sequential algorithms of [WC86] and [AMSS89], 
we reduce the problem of computing C V V (P ,Q ) to solving a number of restricted instances of 
the problem. Specifically, the primitive operation is: compute CVV(P ',Q')  where P' and Q' are 
linearly separable subchains of P  and Q, respectively. We describe a new method of decomposing 
the original problem into executions of the above primitive. The decomposition is based on a 
sequence of line segments separating P and Q (analogous decomposition takes place explicitly 
in [WC86] and implicitly in [AMSS89]). However, as is fully explained later, the decomposition 
of [WC86] can produce subproblems whose solutions may not always be valid solutions for the 
original problem. Our new 0 ( N )  time sequential technique of constructing a set of separating 
line segments, which makes nontrivial use of the algorithm of [GH89] for finding a shortest path 
between two vertices in a simple polygon, is significantly simpler than the methods of both [WC86] 
and [AMSS89]. In addition, this new technique is preferable to both of these previous methods since 
the former runs in 0 ( N  log N)  and the latter uses a rather involved special data structure called a 
window tree [S87]; a further disadvantage of the window tree approach is that the parallelization of 
this technique would require the nontrivial parallelization of the window trees themselves, whereas, 
as we will see, this new technique is easily implemented in parallel.
We now assume that P and Q are not linearly separable and that either (i) CH(P)  fl CH(Q)  ^  
0, or (ii) CH(P)  C CH(Q)  or CH(Q ) C C if(P ); (i) and (ii) will be referred to as the non
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Figure 7: A set of separating line segments S(P,Q ) satisfying properties (i-v).
containing and containing cases, respectively. In this section the terms “highest” and “lowest” 
refer to indices of vertices on the polygons, and PPitPj denotes the subchain (p,-,pt+1, • • • ,Pj); Qqi,qj 
is defined analogously. A sequence of (intersecting) line segments S(P, Q) =  (/0, h , . . . ,  lm- 1), where 
li = (/“ ,/+), is called a separator of P  and Q if, for 0 < * < m, (i) /t- fl /t-+i ^  0, (ii) /,• fl lj = 0 
for j  £ {i — 1, f, i + 1}, (hi) li does not intersect the interior of P  or Q , (iv) l~ and i f  lie on the 
boundaries of P  and/or Q, and (v) each l{ is maximal in the following sense: if i f  E P and lf+l E Q, 
then no point q' > lf+1, q' € Q, is visible from and if i f  E P  and E P , then /1+1 intersects 
the highest vertex of Q that is visible from /,•; analogous statements hold if I f  E Q (see Fig. 7). (In 
the containing case, all arithmetic is modulo m and we require /m_i fl Iq ^  0.)
Note that property (v) ensures that the interior of each 0 < i < m, intersects the boundary 
of P  and/or Q\ more specifically, this property guarantees that each l{ intersects the boundaries of 
both P and Q, either at an endpoint or an interior point. Let p+(i) and <7+(i) denote the highest 
points of intersection of /,• with P  and Q, respectively; for convenience, in the non containing case 
let p+(j) = pi and q+(j) = q\ for j  < 0, and let p+(k) = pnp and q+(k) = qUq for k > m -  1. 
We assign subchains of P  to segment L, 0 < i < m, as follows; subchains of Q are assigned to 
analogously.
Pl(i) = P p + (,_ i)>p+(t)
P2(i) = I  P lW if /?  € P o r t  = m - l
2 l  PP+(t),p+(.+i) otherwise
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Figure 8: The subchains P\(i), / (^O» Qi(i) and Q2(2) associated with
It is immediate to verify that no vertex of P  or Q appears in more than five such subchains. In the 
following lemmas we show that CVV(P, Q) can be determined by computing CVV(Pj(i) ,Qj(i)) ,  
0 < i < m and j  £ {1,2}, where, as described in the proof of Lemma 11, some pruning of the 
subchain ^2(0 or Q2(1’) may be required. For convenience, we use symbols such as “< ” and “> ” 
when referring to vertices, where we are actually referring to the indices of the vertices; this notation 
will be obvious from the context.
The following lemma establishes that if p £ P  and q £ Q are visible, then p £ Pj(k) and 
q E Qj(k) for some j  £ {1,2} and 0 < k < m. Thus, if we independently examine pairs of 
subchains Pj(k) and Qj(k), j  £ {1,2} and 0 < k < m, then we will not neglect any pair of visible 
vertices.
Lem m a 9: Let P and Q be two nonintersecting simple polygons with S(P,Q)  as defined above. 
If p e P and q E Q are visible, pq fl /t- ^  0, and pq fl /,_i = 0, then p E Pj(i) and q E Qj(i), for 
some j  € {1,2}.
Proof: Let p E P and q E Q be visible vertices such that pq fl /t- ^  0, and pq H /,•_x = 0. Thus, 
it must be that p > p+(z — 1) and q > q+(i — 1). Without loss of generality assume i f  6 P, so 
that p < p+(i) -  i f ,  i.e., p E Pi(i) = -P2(0- Let /(/,) and «(/,•) denote l~q+(i) and q+{i)p+(i),
respectively (see Fig. 8). If pq fl /(/,) ^  0, then clearly q+(i — 1) < q < q+(i), i.e. q E
Otherwise, if pq fl u(/,) ±  0, then clearly q > q+(i). Moreover, since, by property (v), no vertex 
q' > 9+(* 4- 1), q' E Q, is visible from /,-, we have q < q+(i + 1), i.e., q £ Q2(*)- Thus, in all cases
p E Pj(i) and q £ Qj(i) for some j  £ {1,2}. □
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The previous lemma shows that if we restrict ourselves to computing CVV(Pj(i ) ,Qj(i ))J 0 < 
i < m and j  £ {1,2}, then we will have considered all possible visible pairs (p, <?), p £ P  and q £ Q, 
respectively. The next two lemmas establish that any pair (p)Jqtj) realizing CVV(Pj(i) ,  Qj(i)) 
will be such that (i) p‘- and q*• are visible in P and Q, or (ii) if px- and q) are not visible, then 
C VV(P ,Q ) < d(plj , q lj) (and thus some other test will identify a pair realizing CVV(P,Q)).  In 
particular, Lemma 10 shows that any pair realizing CVV(Pi(i),Qi(i))  satisfies condition (i), and 
Lemma 11 shows that, with perhaps some pruning of the subchain P2(0 or any pair realizing
CVV(P 2 (i), $2(0) satisfies condition (i) or (ii).
Lem m a 10: Let P  and Q be two nonintersecting simple polygons with S(P, Q), P\(i) and Q\{i) as 
described above, 0 < i < m. Then CVV(Pi ( i ) ,  Qi(i))  can be determined by the method outlined 
in Theorems 1 and 2; moreover, if (p*,qm) realizes CVV(Pi ( i ) ,  Qi(i)), 0 < i < m, then p* and q* 
are visible in P  and Q.
Proof: Recall that P\(i) = Pp+(i-i),p+(i) and Q\(i) = Qq+(i-i),q+(i)i 0 < * < m, and note that 
Pi(i) and Q\(i) are separated by /,• (see Fig. 8). By definition, p+(i -  1) and q+(i -  1) both lie on 
/,_i and p+(i) and q+(i) both lie on so that any pair (p, q), p £ P and q £ Q, that are visible in 
Pi(i) and Qi( i) are also visible in P  and Q. Thus, P\(i) and Qi(i') satisfy the properties required 
by Theorems 1 and 2, and if (p*,#*) realizes CVV(P\(i ) ,Qi{i)), then p* and q* are visible in P 
and Q. □
Lem m a 11: Let P and Q be two nonintersecting simple polygons with 5(P, Q), P2(0 and Q2(x) as 
described above. Then P*(i) and Qm(i) can be formed from P2(0 and Q2(2), respectively, so that a 
pair (p*,qm) realizing CVV(P*(i) ,  0 < i < m, can be determined by the method outlined in
Theorems 1 and 2 so that either (i) p* and q* are visible in P  and Q , or (ii) CVV(P, Q) < d(p*,q*), 
i.e., some other test will find a pair of points realizing CVV(P,Q).
Proof: Without loss of generality assume that I f  £ P  (see Fig. 8); this implies that I f  £ P. 
Note that P2(i) and Q2 {i) are separated by U and that if p+(i — 1) and q+(i — 1) are visible, and 
p+(i) and q+(i) are visible, then we can apply Theorems 1 and 2 directly, i.e., in this case any pair 
realizing CVV(P 2 (i) ,Q2(2)) visible in P  and Q. Otherwise, let u(/,) denote the segment
9+(*)P+(0" Although p+(i — 1) and q+(i) may not be visible to each other, note that the only 
obstructions blocking the visibility of any p £ P2(f) from (ail of) u(/t) will be due to other vertices 
of P2(2). Thus, the methods described in Theorems 1 and 2 will correctly eliminate those vertices 
of P2 (2) that are not visible from «(/,•).
It is also possible that q+(i + 1) and p+(i) are not visible to each other. If they are not visible, 
then the only obstructions can be due to vertices p £ Pp+(t),p+(t‘+1) = P + since all vertices of Q2 (i) 
lie on the opposite side of /,+i from p+(i). In addition, the only vertices of P2(*) whose visibility 
to Q2(i) can be obstructed by vertices in P + are those vertices p £ Pr  p+^  = P^i)  since all
other vertices of P2(i) lie on the same side of /,-+i as C?2(0 and on the opposite side of /,+i from all 
vertices of P + . Let st- denote the perpendicular segment from p+(i) to /,+i. We now examine the 
following two cases depending upon whether st- intersects P + .
If Si n P + = I, then we will show that a pair of points realizing CVV(P2(i)^ Qlii)) satisfies 
the properties of the lemma. Without loss of generality assume that /¿+1 is horizontal, and let pair 
(p, q) realize CVV(P 2 (i), $2(0)- ^  V an^ q are visible in P  and Q then we are done, so assume 
p and q are not visible in P  and Q and that p' £ P + is a vertex that blocks the visibility of pair
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Figure 9: (a) If p and q, realizing C VV(P2(i) ,Q2(i)), are not visible, there must exist a visible pair 
whose distance is less than d(p,q). (b) The subproblem CVV(P2(i), Q2(i)) will incorrectly deter­
mine CVV(P,  $); p+(i) and q are not visible, but CVV(P2(i) ,Q2(i))< d(p+(i),q)< CVV(P,Q).
(p, q), i.e., p' lies below the line through p and q (see Fig. 9(a)). Since $,• H P+ — 0, we have 
x(q) < x(p') < x(p), and since p' lies below the line through p and q, we have y(q) < y(p') < 
y(p); thus, d(p\q) < d(p,q) = CVV(P2(i), Q2(i))- If p' and <7 are visible then we are done, i.e., 
CVV{P,  $ )  < d(p',q) < CVV(P2(i), Q2(i)). If p' and q are not visible, then an argument similar 
to the proof of Lemma 2 can be used to show CVV(P,Q) < d(p’,q) < CVV(P2(i), Q2(i)). Thus, 
if Si n P + = 0, then the conditions of the lemma will be satisfied.
If Si n P + ±  0, then it is possible that CVV(P2(i) ,Q2(i)) < CVV(P,Q);  (see Fig. 9(b)). In 
this case, we eliminate some of the vertices of P2(i) as follows. Recalling that /l+i is assumed 
to be horizontal, let px be the vertex of P + with largest x-coordinate, and eliminate all those 
vertices of P2{i) that have x-coordinate smaller than or equal to the x-coordinate of px to form 
the pruned subchain P2(i). In order to show that a pair of vertices realizing CVV(P2 (z), Q2(i)) 
satisfies the conditions of the lemma we need to show (i) CVV(P%(z), $2(0) > CVV(P, $ ), and (ii) 
no vertex p € P2(i) — P2 (0 can a closest visible vertex of P  to Q. Note that the pruning process 
guarantees that the highest (indexed) vertex of P%(i) is perpendicularly visible from h+l, and thus 
the argument in the previous case establishes condition (i). In order to establish condition (ii) we 
argue as follows. Assume CVV(P, Q) is realized by pair (p, q'), p (E iMO — PJiO anc* ^  ^ $2(0 
(see Fig. 9(b)). Since the only vertices of $  that are visible from p lie below and to the right of pr , 
it must be that x(p) < x(px) < x(q') and y(p) < y(px) < y(q'), he*, d(px,q') < d(p, q'). However, 
if px and q' are visible then we have CVV(P,  $ )  < d(px,q') < d(p,q'), and if px and q' are not 
visible, then once again an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 2 can be used to show that 
CVV(P,Q)  < d(px,q') < d(p,q'). This contradiction establishes condition (ii). □
Lemmas 9, 10 and 11 establish that CVV(P,  $ )  = mini<x<m{dt}, where dj is the minimum 
of CVV(Pi(j ) ,  $ i( j) )  and CVV(P2 (j), Q2(j))i an(I P2U) an(I Q2U) are subchains of P2( j ) and 
$ 2(j), respectively. In [WC86], one subproblem (CVV(P(i),  Q(i))) was formed for each segment in 
5 (P ,$ ) as follows; if i f  € P , then P(z') = Pp+(t_i)iP+(t) and $ (i)  = $ 9+(t_1)ii+(i+1), and if I f  6 $ , 
then P(i) = Pp+(*_i),p+(t+i) an(i $ (t)  = Qq+{i-i),q+(i)- Since no pruning of the chains composing
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the subproblems was done, it is possible, as seen in the proof of Lemma 11, that their algorithm 
could incorrectly compute C V V (P , Q), i.e., there exist problem instances in which CVV(P(i),  Q(i)) 
could be less than CVV(P, Q).
In [AMSS89], a sequence of separating line segments is implicitly identified through the traversal 
of a root to leaf path in a window tree data structure [S87]; briefly, the separating line segments 
(along with some other information) are associated with different levels of the window tree so that 
a root to leaf path in the window tree identifies a sequence of separating line segments in which the 
first segment is associated with the root, the second segment is associated with the node of level 2 
on this path, etc. In their algorithm they compute the segments S(P,Q)  one at time (/o first, then 
/1? etc.) and construct and solve the subproblems corresponding to before computing /,+i. In our 
algorithms we avoid the necessity of dealing explicitly with special data structures and show that 
a separator S(P ,Q ) can be constructed by modifying a shortest path between certain vertices in 
a particular simple polygon; these shortest paths are found by the sequential algorithm of [GH89] 
and the parallel algorithm of [GSG90].
Lemmas 9 through 11 constitute the basis of both sequential and parallel algorithms for com­
puting CVV(P, Q) when P  and Q are nonintersecting simple polygons. In the sequential case we 
describe a new technique of constructing a separator S(P, Q) in 0(A ) time that is preferable to 
the methods of both [WC86] and [AMSS89]; indeed, this new approach is significantly simpler than 
either of the previous methods, and moreover, the (explicit) method of [WC86] requires 0 (A  log A) 
time and the (implicit) method of [AMSS89] relies on special data structures which we avoid by 
using the algorithm of [GH89] to perform the bulk of the work. The following theorem explains 
how all of the computations required to compute CVV(P, Q) can be accomplished optimally in 
0 (A ) sequential time when P  and Q are nonintersecting simple polygons.
T heorem  3: If P  and Q are two nonintersecting simple polygons, where |P | = np, \Q\ = nq, and 
A = np 4- nq, then CVV(P,Q),  and a pair of vertices realizing it, can be computed optimally in 
0(A ) sequential time.
Proof: Recall that the pruning of the subchains and Q2(0 involved finding a vertex v with 
maximum x-coordinate and the deletion of all vertices with x-coordinate less than x(u); note that 
this process can be accomplished in 0 (A ) time for all subchains. Since each vertex of P and Q 
appears in at most five subproblems, Lemmas 9 through 11 establish that we need only show that 
a separator S(P,Q)  satisfying properties (i-v) can be constructed in 0 (A ) time. We first compute 
convex hulls CH(P)  and CH(Q)  in 0 (A ) time (see, e.g., [PS85]), and then form CH(P  U Q) in 
O(logA) time (see, e.g., [DK90], which can also be used to determine if P  and Q are linearly 
separable in 0(log A) time). When P  and Q are not linearly separable, C H (P ) fl CH(Q ) ^  0 if 
and only if C H(P  U Q) contains vertices of both P  and Q ; moreover, if C H(P  U Q) does contain 
vertices of both P  and Q, then there will be exactly two edges of CH(Pl)Q)  that have one endpoint 
in P and one endpoint in Q.
We first consider the non containing case, i.e., CH(P)C\CH(Q)  ^  0, and assume without loss of 
generality that P  lies to the right of Q. Let (pt-, qk) and (Pj,qi) be the two edges of C H (P u Q )  that 
have one endpoint in P and one endpoint in Q, and assume that y(pi) < y(pj) and y(qk) < y(qi)- 
Let P' be the clockwise subchain of P that begins with p,- and ends with pj, and let Q' be the 
counterclockwise subchain of Q that begins with qk and ends with qi (see Fig. 10(a)). It is immediate 
to verify that C V V (P , Q) -  C V V ( P \  Q'), and note that R  = (P 'uQ 'uip,-, ^ )u (p j ,  qi)) is a simple
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Figure 10: The non containing and containing cases, (a) and (b), respectively.
polygon. We triangulate R to form T ( R ) in 0 ( N ) time [C90] and then find the shortest path in 
R from pi to pj and the shortest path in R  from qk to qi, also in time O(N)  [GH89]; denote these 
paths Lp and Lq, respectively. Note that all endpoints of edges in Lp and Lq are vertices of P or Q. 
Since CH(P)C\CH(Q) ^  0 it must be that LpC\Lq ^  0 and more precisely, p* = LpC\Lq is a simple 
path; let p~ and pj" be the first and last vertices of p„, respectively. Note that p~ is the second 
vertex on Lp and/or Lq, and similarly p f  is the next from last vertex on Lv and/or Lq; without 
loss of generality assume p~ and p f  are the second and next to last vertices on Lp, respectively. 
Let 1 < * < m — 2, be the edges of p* (beginning with p~ and ending with p f ) ,  lo be the first 
edge of Lp and lm-1 be the last edge of Lp. For each 0 < i < m, let pj" and p f  denote /,-_i fl /t 
and L n /,+i, respectively (pf denotes lo fl piqf and p f  denotes lm Dpjqi).
Now, we extend /t- from p f  until it intersects the boundary of R  to form i f .  Note that if i f  £ P 
and I f  £ P, i < j ,  then i f  < if ;  an analogous statement is true if both i f  and i f  are on Q. 
Further note that it is possible to determine in constant time if i f  is on P  or Q by inspecting the 
(unextended) segments /,• and /,-+i. The previous statement follows from the fact that no extended 
li can intersect any unextended lj, 0 < i , j  < m , except at its endpoints, because otherwise the 
unextended segments would not form a shortest path. Thus, the endpoints i f , 0 < i < m, such 
that I f  £ P can be found by a bottom-to-top linear scan of P , and the endpoints i f  such that 
i f  € Q can be found be a bottom-to-top linear scan of Q; the values I f ,  0 < i < m, can be found 
similarly by using top-to-bottom rather than bottom-to-top linear scans. It is easy to verify that 
the segments 0 < i < m, satisfy properties (i) and (iii-v); however they may not satisfy property 
(ii), and in order to to create a set satisfying all properties we may need to delete some of the 
segments. Note that if /,■  n lj ^  0, i < j ,  then n Ik /  0 for i < k < j .  Clearly lo £ S(P ,Q ), the 
next segment in S(P, Q) will be the segment lj, where li fl /J+1 = 0 and /i n ^  0, 1 < k < j; once 
the second segment of S(P, Q) has been determined the next segment is found in a similar fashion, 
and so on. Clearly the “pruned” set of segments satisfies all properties and can be determined by 
a linear scan of the original segments in time O(N).
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We now consider the containing case and without loss of generality assume that CH(P)  C 
CH(Q).  Let p £ P be the vertex of P  with largest y-coordinate, and let E  be the subset of edges 
of Q u C H (Q )  such that an edge e 6 Q u C H ( Q ) \ s m  E  if the ^-coordinate of one endpoint of e is 
larger than y(p) and the y-coordinate of the other endpoint of e is less than y(p). Clearly p and the 
set E  can be found in 0 (n p) and 0 ( n q) time, respectively. Let e\ and e2 be the closest edges of E 
(with respect to their intersections with the horizontal line through p) to p from the left and right, 
respectively. Let Q' be the subchain of Q from e\ to e2 in counterclockwise order, and let q~ be the 
vertex of Q' with smallest y-coordinate (larger than y(p)) that lies between the lines through the 
edges e\ and e2 (see Fig. 10(b)). Clearly p and q~ are visible and the vertex q~ can be found in 
0 ( n q) time. Note that with the addition of the edge (p, q~), the region separating P  and Q forms 
a simple polygon R. (If P C CH(Q),  but P <$_ Q, then we need to include an edge of CH(Q)  to 
separate R  from the unbounded region. This can be determined by walking along Q starting at q~; 
if we hit a vertex that is incident to CJT(Q), then we need to include one of its incident convex hull 
edges, and which of these two edges can be determined in constant time by examining the indices 
of the vertices at the other endpoints of these edges.) We now process the simple polygon R  in 
essentially the same manner as in the non containing case, the only real difference being that we 
compute only one shortest path (from p to p) in R , rather than two. □
We now turn our attention to the parallel case and show how CVV(P , Q), and a pair realizing it, 
can be computed in 0(log N)  time using 0 ( N  log N)  processors, or in time 0(log N  log log N ) using 
0 { N /  log log N)  processors, in both cases on a CREW PRAM; note that the faster implementation 
has an inferior processor-time product. The methods of [WC86] and [AMSS89] for constructing 
S(P,Q)  are not viable options in parallel; in particular, the greedy 0 ( N logN)  approach used in 
[WC86] cannot be efficiently implemented in parallel because the ith segment cannot be constructed 
until the (i — l)st segment is known, and using the technique of [AMSS89] in parallel would require 
the non-trivial task of parallelizing the construction and search of the window tree data structure. 
On the other hand, although some of the operations must be implemented differently, our new 
sequential technique of constructing S(P,Q)  lends itself easily to parallel implementation. Note 
that the only operation in the algorithm that cannot be implemented in O(logiV) time using a 
linear number of processors is finding the minimum value in each row of a totally monotone matrix.
T heorem  4: If P  and Q are two nonintersecting simple polygons, where \P\ = np, \Q\ = nq 
and N  = np -f n?, then CVV(P, Q), and a pair of vertices realizing it, can be computed in time 
O(logiVloglogiV) using 0 ( N /  log log N)  processors on a CREW PRAM, or, a faster implementa­
tion, with a larger processor-time product, is possible using only O(logA) time with 0 ( N  log N)  
processors on a CREW PRAM.
Proof: We first note that the subchains and ^2 (0  can be pruned as specified in Lemma 11 
in 0(log N)  time using O(N)  processors, or in time O(logiVloglogiV) using only 0 ( N /  log log N)  
processors (recall that this pruning entailed finding a minimum, and deleting some vertices of P2(i) 
ot Q2 (1)). It is immediate to verify that all of the operations outlined in Theorem 3 for forming 
and triangulating the simple polygon R  can be computed within the desired time and processor 
bounds, i.e., we use parallel algorithms for computing convex hulls [ACGOY88] and triangulating 
a simple polygon [G89], the sequential polygonal separation algorithm of [DK90], and other well 
know parallel techniques [KR90]; the complexity of Goodrich’s triangulation algorithm is O(logiV) 
using O(N)  processors. Next, we find a shortest path in R  from pt- to pj and from qk to qi in
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time O(logiV) with 0 ( N /  logN)  processors using the algorithm of [GSG90], where p,-, pj, qk and 
qi are as defined in the proof of Theorem 3. Recall that the extension of the endpoints of the Us 
identified by the shortest paths algorithm was accomplished using linear scans of P  and Q , and thus 
another method must be used to accomplish this in parallel. Given a triangulated simple polygon 
R, an 0 ( N  log N)  space data structure can be built in O(logJV) time using 0 ( N ) processors, that 
will allow a single processor to determine the first edge of R  that is hit by an arbitrary query ray 
[GSG90]; this data structure is based on the data structure of [CG88] that can be constructed in 
0 ( N  log N)  sequential time. Thus, all endpoints i f  and l~ can be found within the desired time and 
processor bounds by assigning one processor to each 0 < i < m. (Alternatively, the endpoints 
i f  and l~ can be found in the same time and processor bounds by a technique similar to that used 
in the proof of Lemma 7.)
As in the sequential case, the set of separating line segments computed so far clearly satisfies 
properties (i) and (iii-v), but perhaps does not satisfy property (ii); we now explain how some 
segments can be deleted so that the resulting separator S(P, Q) will satisfy all properties. For each 
compute the smallest j  > t, such that IJ < l f  and both I f  arid i f  are on P  or Q; this can be 
accomplished in O(logiV) time using 0 (N )  processors by partitioning the l~ values into one set for 
P and one set for Q, and then, for each i f ,  finding the corresponding I f  by performing a binary 
search on the appropriate set in O(logiV) time with a single processor. Now, construct a DAG D 
in which there is a edge from U to l j , i < j ,  if j  is the value computed above for i f .  The branch 
in D from l\ to lm identifies a set S(P,Q ) that satisfies properties (i-v), and moreover, can be 
determined in O(logiV) time using 0 (N )  processors by the branch identification technique. Note 
that the entire process of constructing S(P,Q ) can be slowed down to 0(log A log log iV) time by 
using only 0 ( N /  log log N)  processors. □
5 C onclusion
We have given algorithms, both sequential and parallel, for computing a closest visible vertex 
pair between two simple nonintersecting nonconvex polygons. Our sequential algorithm achieves 
optimal performance and is much simpler than the previous algorithms of [WC86] and [AMSS89] 
for this problem. However, the parallel algorithm, which is the first parallel algorithm proposed for 
this problem, is not optimal; the processor-time products of the slower and faster implementations 
are 0 ( N  log A) and 0 ( N  log2 N),  respectively, whereas the sequential complexity of this problem 
is O(jV). In order to obtain an optimal parallel algorithm for this problem, it seems that either (i) 
the parallel complexity of triangulating a simple polygon, finding the minimum value in a totally 
monotone matrix, and creating the R() regions needs to be reduced, or, more likely, (ii) an entirely 
different approach is required. Note, that if the complexity of finding the minimum value in a 
totally monotone matrix can be reduced to O(loglV) time using 0 ( N )  processors, then we would 
at least have an algorithm that runs in time O(logiV) time using a linear number of processors, 
rather than needing 0 ( N log N)  processors in order to achieve O(log N)  time, as does the algorithm 
proposed here.
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